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POTS BY RAMóN ESTEVE
FAZ

(inspiration)
Pure geometry, in shapes of cubes and parallelepipeds, 
are fragmented creating faceted volumes. The result 
forms a setting in three different sizes.
Their faceted sides, which are complementary, fit toge-
ther to create groups and rows of flowerpots. This featu-
re makes them vesatile objects that can work perfectly in 
any space and also as dividing elements.

GARDEN
SECRET
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CHAIR folding BY RAMóN ESTEVE
FRAME
The Frame Folding chair, made of injected polypropyle-
ne, is incorporated to the collection, characterized by its 
Cartesian geometry.
The heart of the piece is its prismatic folding axel, 
which embedded in the nexus of the legs, finishes the 
piece converting a technical mechanism into an aesthe-
tic claim.
 
With clean lines and great lightness it becomes a ver-
satile piece perfect for indoor and outdoor. Its efficient 
storage is perfect for both commercial and residential 
projects.

(inspiration)
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VELA  BASIC DAYBED

the
ICONIC PIECE
DAYBED
VELA

VELA RECLINING BACKREST DAYBED WITH CANOPY
VELA  BASIC DAYBED

VELA DAYBED 2 BACKRESTS WITH CANOPY

VELA
 DAYBED by ramón esteve

new options!
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VELA DAYBED CANOPY VELA DAYBED CANOPY WITH CURTAINS

VELA
 DAYBED by ramón esteve

new option!
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VELALIGHT
CHAIRS by RAMÓN ESTEVE

Having a starting point the orthogonal 
geometry of the VELA Collection, Ramon 
Esteve created a chair, achieving balance 
between lightness and resistance.
 The use of polyamide allows us to redu-
ce to the minimum the section of its legs, 
without compromising the consistency of a 
structurally strong chair.
 This synthesis work results in a chair which 
justifies all  material used.
 The rectilinear composition of its frame is 
only disrupted by its ergonomic seat and 
backrest. This rigorous guideline makes 
VELA a chair with an optimal stackability 
and an excellent one to be used in all types 
of comercial spaces.

(inspiration)

VELA CHAIR WITH ARMS

VELA CHAIR
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TABLE by RAMÓN ESTEVE

15

VELALIGHT
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VELA
METAL & MARBLE TABLE by RAMÓN ESTEVE

TABLE TOP colors / colores DEL SOBRE

black
marble

white
marble

ecru 
marble

(inspiration)
The Vela collection grows and evolves as an optimal system which began in 2010. Ramón Esteve 
designs these new tables for the Vondom’s successful collection composed of a light metal structure 
and marble tops, following the collection’s geometric style. The lightness of the new tables match 
the strength of the rest of the Vela collection, keeping the same proportions. The use of marble in 
this iconic collection presents a new future and renovation desire of sophistication for VONDOM.

17
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(inspiration)
This extensive outdoor furniture and plantpot collection aims to offer the comfort and the quality of 
interior furniture without losing it’s original qualities. VELA is a modulate system with an elementary 
prismatic geometry that bases its singularity in the balance of its proportions. The elements can 
combine among themselves to integrate into any space. Their precise volumes create the illusion of 
hovering some centimetres off the floor, and when they are illuminated they are transformed into 
floating architectures.

sofa by RAMÓN ESTEVE
VELA
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VELA
SOFA by RAMÓN ESTEVE

The Vela outdoor collection offers all the comfort and warmth as an indoor 
collection, but without losing any of its original qualities. Among this family full 
of style designs, we can find the new round modular sofa, designed by Ramon 
Esteve under the same aesthetics as the other products in the collection.
A modular structure with differentiating and innovative elements, bringing new 
solutions to the layouts and infinite configurations possible. Its round shape, in 
different configurations, makes it perfect to bring style and comfort to spaces 
for leisure, meetings or events.
Pure geometry brings stability to the design and its corner frame gives a touch 
of lightness, raising it from the floor and offering an image of harmony and 
elegance.
The Vela collection offers a full range with tables, chairs, armchairs, modular 
sofas, stools, bar counters, sunloungers, planters and lamps. All these elements 
can be combined together, elaborating different compositions to furnish any 
space.

(inspiration)
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KIMONO
CHAIR by RAMON ESTEVE
(inspiration)
Inspired by traditional Japanese costumes, the kimono chair follows the line 
of  research faceted shapes combined with the transparency game made 
with polycarbonate.
It’s geometry generates a series of highlights and transparencies reminding 
us of mineral formations.  A design with character that, due to it’s materiality, 
connects in many spaces either contemporary or classic areas due to the 
conceptual contrast being stackable and light.
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ULM
SOFA  by RAMÓN ESTEVE rational 

proportion

(inspiration)
The new Ulm sectional sofa collection offers several possibilities, thus providing 
solutions to different settings.
The sofa, like the rest of the collection, provides strong and resistant structures as 
support of the soft elements which provide total comfort. 
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ULM
TABLES by RAMÓN ESTEVE
(inspiration)
Becoming a new member of the ULM family is a synthesis of the traditional yarn lamp. As a result is born a new simple 
volume -according to the language of its collection- but figurative at the same time, evoking a strong emotional connection 
between the object and its user.

Following the other items in the collection, the nee lamp follows rational parameterd by using only the essential and elimi-
nating any redundancy. The final result is a flexible and easy to maintain design item.

TABLE TOP colors / colores DEL SOBRE

black edge hpl
hpl borde negro

white edge hpl
hpl borde blanco

glass
vidrio

27
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TABLE TOP colors / colores DEL SOBRE

black
marble

white
marble

ecru 
marble

METAL & MARBLE TABLE
by RAMÓN ESTEVE

ULM
(inspiration)
One of Vondom’s youngest collections designed 
by Ramón Esteve grows with new elements, 
materials, and finishes. The tables base appears, 
through the use of a refined metal frame com-
bining with the sophistication of marble surface, 
as a weightless design which follows the soft 
characteristics and forms of the Ulm collection. 
Its recently introduced companion, Ulm Sectional, 
finds an ally in the lightness of these tables that 
match perfectly and enhances its character. The 
incorporation of these coffee and side tables turns 
the ULM collection down a new path of discovery 
and refinement. 

29
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ULM DAYBED FIXED BACKREST WITH CANOPY ULM DAYBED RECLINING BACKREST WITH CANOPY

DAYBED by RAMÓN ESTEVE
ULM

new options!

(inspiration)
As with the rest of the Collection, the new Ulm Daybed with backrest is designed with the bare essential qualities of utility 
and function in mind, discarding all superfluous elements.
Its circular shape and grand scale adapt to each setting while its swivel feature allows you to effortlessly rotate it on its axis. 
The new pergola protects its interior while it’s not in use, always providing a comfortable shade.
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ulmLAMP
by RAMÓN ESTEVE

(inspiration)
Becoming a new member of the ULM family is a syn-
thesis of the traditional yarn lamp. As a result is born 
a new simple volume -according to the language of its 
collection- but figurative at the same time, evoking a 
strong emotional connection between the object and 
its user.

Following the other items in the collection, the nee 
lamp follows rational parameterd by using only the es-
sential and eliminating any redundancy. The final result 
is a flexible and easy to maintain design item.
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IBIZA
CHAIRS + TABLE by EUGENI QUITLLET

(inspiration)
“After growing in beautiful terraces in the sunny Ibiza, surrounded by 
cane traditional chairs, I wanted to keep this memory in a solid frame for 
ever. From an ephemeral beauty of a season to aever lasting piece, to 
share it with the magic island.”

IBIZA CHAIR WITH ARMS

IBIZA TABLE

IBIZA CHAIR 

35
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CHAIR + TABLE by EUGENI QUITLLET
IBIZA BEACH

37
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brooklyn
CHAIR by EUGENI QUITLLET

(inspiration)
The Brooklyn is a recognized style but never seen before!
Modern and timeless from today and tomorrow ...
Based on straight lines and curves emulating the New York City brigde.
Urban design capable of being in the best world spaces.
Brooklyn is a memory of the future ...

39
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mari-sol
TABLES by EUGENI QUITLLET

TABLE TOP colors / colores DEL SOBRE

black edge hpl
hpl borde negro

white edge hpl
hpl borde blanco

glass
vidrio

fixed top / fijo ref:65033
fixed for glass / fijo para vidrio ref:65033V

table toP_SHAPE
Ø100 cm
Ø39¼"

Ø100 cm
Ø39¼"

Ø130 cm
Ø51¼"

Ø130 cm
Ø51¼"

100 x 100 cm
39¼" x 39¼"

100 x 100 cm
39¼" x 39¼"

fixed top / fijo ref:65035
fixed for glass / fijo para vidrio ref:65035V

table toP_SHAPE

table base / pie mesa

Mari-sol 4-leg table base / Pie mesa 4 patas Ø96,5 cm

50
19¾”

Ø100/Ø130
100x100

TOP MAX

Ø96.5 Ø38”

Ø39¼”/Ø51¼" 
39¼”x39¼”

TOP MAX

73

28¾”

Ø96.5 Ø38”

Ø100/Ø130
100x100

Ø39¼”/Ø51¼" 
39¼”x39¼”

choose 
the right 
size
Different heights,  different table 
tops to set up your space. The 
Mari-Sol table comes in colours; 
white, black, steel, ecru, red, 
bronze, pistachio, sand, blue and 
mostaza.   

new options!

MARI-SOL, a table that combines 
technology in its function with 
sensuality in its shape. The answer 
for adorning terraces around the 
world. The table withstands the 
weather, the sea and the sun. It has 
different dimensions which allow 
it to adapt to any enviroment. It is 
collapsible, which makes it practical 
and ideal for interior or exterior 
places.
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The Voxel chair is a minimal simple yet voluminous 
mono-block stackable chair that is faceted just in the perfect places  
for comfort, just in the right angles for hyper-strength, imbuing the 
correct creases for beauty, and just the few merging and converging 
lines for purity.

vERTEXLIGHT

CHAIR BY Karim rashid

(inspiration)
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Fireball is the connection of two symbols: the perfection of the sphere and the power of the fire purifiers.  It’s a 
meteor which has contact with the atmosphere, having the risk of disintegration to give us a bright light trail to 
those who pursue their dream.

(inspiration) FIREBALL
LOUNGE CHAIR BY FABIO NOVEMBRE
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LOUNGE CHAIR by ARCHIRIVOLTO DESIGN

SPRITZ 

(inspiration)
Spritz armchair born from the proportions and the har-
mony of a shell, following the rules of the Italian style: 
proportion, simplicity and harmony.
This comfortable and stackable chair is going to complete 
the Spritz collection, a perfect seating set for your summer 
dreams.

46
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FIESTA
COUNTER by ARCHIRIVOLTO DESIGN

CHOOSE YOUR 
RIGHT OPTION

FIESTA, it´s based on entertainment places like those we can enjoy in summer
holidays, for example, the beach. The purpose of these entertainment places, along 
with their beauty and the incessant mobility of their waves, are what inspire the author 
of the FIESTA bar, with a simple and functional line, modular but also usable as a single 
piece. A bar like this reminds us the freedom with which we lived the joyful days of our 
youth, when beaches weren’t covered with people until the last grain of sand, where we 
could play football without provoking anybody to anger. In fact one of the shapes it can 
form is the circle, the symbol of pureness, a recall to the ancestral shapes, devoid of 
useless frills. Nevertheless, a fiesta is not eternal, so what remains us to do is to keep it 
alive at least within ourselves, if only with the aid of a beautiful bar.

500 196¾”

50
0 

19
6¾

”

500 196¾”

32
0 

12
6”

Ø320 126”

440 173¼"

32
0 

12
6”

440 173¼"

44
0 

17
3¼

"

(inspiration)
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KES
CHAIRS by GABRIELE + OSCAR BURATTI

51

(inspiration)
With armrests and armless, lightweight and stackable, Kes is a chair with smooth lines, sweet, essential 
in shape and refined in design but radical in its simplicity.
Designed for indoor and outsdoors, matte color finishing; easy to combine and cozy, it’s suitable both 
for residential and commercial use.
We like to think that it will be the most beautiful chair, that will become popular and will last forever.
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KES
TABLE by GABRIELE + OSCAR BURATTI

52

(inspiration)
The KES’ collection is completed with a table set: an archetypical and essential shape smoothed by the softness of the roundish sections.
 
The table top is made out of injected plastic and combined with lacquered aluminum legs in both highs, one as dining tables for restaurants and bars and coffee table for sofas in 
lounge spaces.
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stackable / apilable

DELTA
TABLES by JORGE PENSI

TABLE TOP colors / colores DEL SOBRE

black edge hpl
hpl borde negro

white edge hpl
hpl borde blanco

glass
vidrio

table base / pie mesa

DELTA table base / Pie mesa Ø80 cm

choose 
the right 
size
Different heights,  different table 
tops to set up your space.

new options!

55

fixed top / fijo ref:66006
collapsable top / abatible ref:66006T
fixed for glass / fijo para vidrio ref:66006V

fixed top / fijo ref:66007
collapsable top / abatible ref:66007T
fixed for glass / fijo para vidrio ref:66007V

fixed top / fijo ref:66008
collapsable top / abatible ref:66008T
fixed for glass / fijo para vidrio ref:66008V

table toP_SHAPE table toP_SHAPE table toP_SHAPE

50
19

¾
”

Ø62 Ø24½”

Ø50/Ø59/Ø69
50x50/59x59

TOP MAX

Ø19¼"/Ø23¼"/Ø27¼"
19¼"x19¼"/23¼"x23¼"

Ø59 cm
Ø23¼"

Ø59 cm
Ø23¼"

Ø59 cm
Ø23¼"

Ø69 cm
Ø27¼"

59 x 59 cm
23¼" x 23¼"

59 x 59 cm
23¼" x 23¼"

59 x 59 cm
23¼" x 23¼"

Ø50 cm
Ø19¼"

Ø50 cm
Ø19¼"

Ø50 cm
Ø19¼"

50 x 50 cm
19¼" x 19¼"

50 x 50 cm
19¼" x 19¼"

50 x 50 cm
19¼" x 19¼"

73
28

¾
”

Ø62 Ø24½”

Ø50/Ø59/Ø69
50x50/59x59

TOP MAX

Ø19¼"/Ø23¼"/Ø27¼"
19¼"x19¼"/23¼"x23¼"

Ø62 Ø24½”

10
5

41
¼

”

Ø50/Ø59
50x50/59x59

TOP MAX

Ø19¼"/Ø23¼"
19¼"x19¼"/23¼"x23¼"

Ø69 cm
Ø27¼"

DELTA, a table that combines 
technology in its function with 
sensuality in its shape. The answer 
for adorning terraces around the 
world. The table withstands the 
weather, the sea and the sun. It has 
different dimensions which allow 
it to adapt to any enviroment. It is 
collapsible, which makes it practical 
and ideal for interior or exterior 
places.
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ES | Las posibles diferencias entre el color original y el 
color reproducido se deben a la técnica de impresión.

VONDOM se reserva el derecho exclusivo sobre todas 
las marcas, fotografías y diseños utilizados en sus 
colecciones, por lo que queda prohibida la fabricación, 
distribución y/o comercialización de los productos 
que los contienen, en cualquier medio o soporte.

En particular quedan reservados a favor de su titular 
los derechos de reproducción total o parcial, la 
transformación de los mismos y/o su utilización fuera 
de la esfera privada y con fines comerciales.

VONDOM se reserva el derecho de modificar total o 
parcialmente sin aviso previo cualquiera de los datos y 
especificaciones de esta publicación.

Toda la información que aparece en este catálogo 
verente a dimensiones y capacidades son 
aproximadas.

© Copyright. 2017. Vondom, S.L.U.

Todos los Derechos a beneficio de VONDOM

Art Director     Ramón Esteve

Design              Ramón Esteve, Studio Vondom

Magazine_ISaloni_2017

EN | The possible differences between pictures and 
real items could be due to the colors in the printing 
technology process.

VONDOM all rights related to trademarks, pictures 
and designs are reserved.

All manufacturing distribution and/or trading 
activities in any media of the products displayed in 
the collections are prohibited. Specifically those rights 
about total or partial reproduction, transformation 
and/or usage in public with commercial purposes.

VONDOM reserves the right to effect any changes or 
improvements, without notice.

All the information included in this catalogue 
regarding sizes and capacities are approximated.

© Copyright. 2017. Vondom, S.L.U.

All rights reserved to the order of VONDOM
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VONDOM S.L.U
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VONDOM LLC.
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CHINA Branch:

VONDOM Lifestyle Design ( Shanghai ) Co., Ltd.
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 200072 – Shanghai - China - ph: 86 21 6521 9916
infochina@vondom.com – www.vondom.com

Experts in joy culture
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